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Detroit Science Center Halloween
Spooky Science is back! Saturday, October 30th
from 10 AM to 6 PM!
Save the date for some fun science tricks and
treats, including dry ice and slime-making
experiments, a special Witches & Wizards
planetarium show and treat bags for the kids (while
supplies last). Kids get in free with a costume and
paid adult admission.
http://www.sciencedetroit.org/event_calendar.html
Planetarium Education Coordinator
Dassault Systèmes Planetarium
The Detroit Science Center, 5020 John R St.
Australian Astrophotography
NGC 253 (above) was taken at Bob Berta's on Detroit, MI 48202, Phone (313) 577-8400 ext. 435,
October 2nd, using the the Australian remote E-Mail: jschroer@sciencedetroit.org
imaging time that he won from the amateur
astrophoto contest at Astronomy FM. Total time
spent was about 1/2 hour in processing, using low
resolution data. A more involved process with the
higher resolution data should make it look even
better. This was shot with the one shot color
camera on a 16 inch (400 mm) Newtonian. Thanks
to the entire Australian Remote Imaging team.
Tony Licita (FAAC) processed this image (right)
of the Tarantula nebula in the Large Magellanic
Cloud taken with the FSQ-106. The luminance and
red channels had good data. So he shamelessly
used blue and green channels from another image.
Thanks again to Bob Berta for making this first
Global Remote Star party a smashing success.
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The SWAP SHOP
This column is for those interested in
buying, trading or selling. Ads run for
six months. The month and year the
ad will be removed is shown. Submit
ads to Stephen Uitti, 313 389-5609
publications@warrenastro.org.

FOR SALE: Celestron Ultima 2000, an 8" SchmidtCass go-to scope. It's in good shape, works well,
and has fine optics. Includes hard case. Asking
$900. Contact Bob Zinke, 586-264-0884, email:
r1d3z@yahoo.com. [2-2011]
FOR SALE: Meade Moto-focus for SCT’s.
Attaches to your current focuser knob, uses hand
control to operate functions. Designed for a
“classic” Meade scope, but may work with newer
models. Asking $ 10, includes mounting bracket
and screws. Interested: Saxon1066@comcast.net
or Fred Judd: (586) 489-0245 after 4 pm [10-2010]

FOR SALE: Late 1970's model Criterion RV-6
Dynascope 6" Newtonian reflector. Original owner.
Well used, but good condition. Mirrors rarely
cleaned and could use another cleaning. Original
pier, German equatorial mount, setting circles,
finder scope and Ramsden eyepieces. Clock drive
motor died & replaced with a hand-made manual
slow-motion control. Includes hardware for
mounting a camera & solar projection screen. I can
no longer lift it and am looking for something
smaller and lighter. Asking $200 or best offer.
Brian Klaus 586-731-0011 [1-2011]

WAS Club logo wear at WAS meetings

FOR SALE: Konusky-Motor 200 with Laser
Alignment/Collimator. This 8" Newtonian on a
(Photos and modeling by Jon Blum)
motorized GE mount has a 1000mm focal length. It
comes with 10 mm (100x) and 25 mm (40x) Diane Worth, dianewsky-night@yahoo.com or
eyepieces. Was $700 new. Asking $425. 248-980-7832 sells club logo clothing (hats,
shirts, sweatshirts, jackets). Stephen Uitti
wilfird@aol.com [12-2010]

brings a catalog of available items to meetings.

October Cranbrook Short Talk
The short talk will be by a special guest speaker
from Australia. Karenza Burk is a member of an
astronomy club in Ballarat, Victoria. She will show
us slides and tell us about astronomy in Australia.
Her club meets at an historic public observatory in
an old gold mining town. She also attends larger
club meetings involving all of Victoria, and an
annual meeting for all amateur astronomers in
Australia. For especially dark skies, she travels to
central Australia.
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Astronomical Phenomena - October 2010

Observatory Rules

Day Event

1
1
6
7
7
12
14
17
17
18
20
23
26
29
30

Saturn at conjunction
LAST QUARTER
Moon at perigee
NEW MOON
Venus stationary
Moon furthest South (-24.5°)
FIRST QUARTER
Mercury superior conjunction
Neptune 4.4°S of Moon
Moon at apogee
Uranus 5.7°S of Moon
FULL MOON
Moon furthest North (24.4°)
Venus inferior conjunction
LAST QUARTER

1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no
members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such
as late arrival time. Call 586-992-0498.
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the
scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation
depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no
later than 2 hours before starting time in case of
date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2 nd VP at least 2
hours before the posted opening with any
questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent
the open house... the plan is to be there even if
it is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy,
but it clears up as the evening progresses.
- Bob Berta, 2nd VP

WAS 2010 Upcoming Presentations
4 Oct

Phil Martin

General Relativity, Quantum
Reality, and Black Holes

4 Oct

Karenza Burk

Astronomy in Australia

21 Oct

Michael Foerster Mysterious Mars

1 Nov

Dave Holt

1 Nov

Stephanie Leitzel Astronomy Education

1908 Tunguska Event

18 Nov Diane Hall

The Secret Apollo Files

6 Dec

3rd Annual Astro-Film Fest

G. M. Ross

16 Dec Mark
John Heavy Lift Spacecraft:
Getting Out of the Gravity
Christensen
Well

Astronomy Events Calendar
2010 Stargate Observatory Open House Dates:
Oct 2-10 - Okie-Tex star party: Oklahoma
Oct 16, Nov 13, Dec 11
Oct 7-10 - Hidden Hollow star party at Warren
Rupp Observatory in Ohio
2010 WAS Meetings
st
Oct 7-10 - Great Lakes Star Gaze
Cranbrook Meetings: 1 Mondays
Oct 29 – Outreach at Spindler park
Oct 4, Nov 1, Dec 6.
Oct 30 – Spooky Science at DSC 10-6
Macomb Meetings: 3rd Thursdays
Dec 16 – WAS Annual Banquet & Presentation Oct 21, Nov 18, Banquet Dec 16
Mark John Christensen
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Perseids at Bill's
Bill Beers held a wonderful Perseid meteor star
party in mid-August, with lots of excellent
observing and great socializing.
Tuesday through Thursday
nights were mostly beautiful.
Great observing with the Big
Dob, hitting a number of new
Caldwell objects:
C1 (NGC188) - Outside the
galactic plane and thus protected from the
disturbing effects of disk rotation, this is among the
most ancient of the Milky Way's open clusters.
Finding it was a challenge in the star-poor high
northern sky, but Bill Beers managed it. It's not a
very visually impressive cluster - it was bright and
clear through the 22", but would probably be a little
less so through something smaller. The perceived
structure (sort of spirally) was nice, and does not
come through in images. Diane thought it looked
reminiscent of M38, though much dimmer.
Bill Beer's take: "If this is the #1 object on his
list, I don't want to find the last one!"
C30 (NGC7331) - the brightest galaxy in the
north galactic window. It's a small galaxy, but quite
bright. Its shape, inclination, and noticeable dust
lanes made for really pleasing viewing. What's cute
is that just to the north of it is a thin, tiny galaxy in
approximately the same place as M110
(NGC7335).

The field is full of funny-looking "stars". I think
many of them are galactic nuclei. Check out this
breathtaking
photo
of
the
field:
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap081022.html
Here's a large photo of the area:
http://www.saratogaskies.com/ngc7331-full.jpg
Anything look familiar? Yes, the group of
galaxies to the lower-right is Stephan's Quintet. We
didn't look at it last night, but have in the past with
breathtaking results. NGC7331 itself is in in the
"Deer Lick Group" of galaxies. Mapping here:
http://www.saratogaskies.com/image.pl?i=52
C27 (NGC6888) - The Crescent Nebula. This
very popular photographic target was really
impressive through the 22". We viewed it without a
filter and with a UHC filter, and saw mostly the
"edge" of the nebula. (Local color: It kinda looks
like
the
Wayne
State
logo:
http://www.detroitindiefest.com/Waynestatelogo.jpg)
With an Oxygen III filter, the inside of it filled out
and it started looking much more like this:
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap080813.html (but no
color).
And then there was our triumph over our old
enemy, our white whale: the Bubble Nebula. After
some of us (OK, me) were snookered by other
nebulosity nearby on Tuesday and Wednesday
nights, we finally saw it at long last on Thursday
night. Right where we had been looking in the
dozens of unsuccessful man- and woman-hours in
the past, with the same OIII filter, the superior
transparency Thursday made it pop right out, little
bubble and all.
Jupiter on Tuesday night was the best I've ever
seen it in the 22", or perhaps at all. The south
equatorial band is starting to show again through
the high layer of white clouds; the Great Red Spot
was pointed right at us and very nice. The moons
were disks, though obviously with no detail. I didn't
see many details such as festoons, but I was a
getting a bit tired. The seeing was excellent with
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very little wiggling etc. Mike O'Dowd provided Research Channel, which is full of fascinating stuff
spectacular, 3D-feeling views via his bino-viewers - like C-SPAN2 for the scientific world. We had it
on Wednesday night.
on all morning Wednesday, with panel discussions
of
manned
spaceflight,
discussions
of
electromagnetic spectrum allocation, genetic and
medical presentations, etc. If we had pay
television, I'd really like that channel.
- Jonathan Kade.
October Cranbrook Main Speaker
Dr. Phil Martin will be our main speaker at the
Cranbrook October meeting. His subject will be
General Relativity, Quantum Reality, and Black
Holes.
He will present a (what he hopes to be) lucid, at
times mathematical, but always fun seminar on the
subject. There is plenty of history, basic ideas and
examples, ample graphics representations, and an
attempt to teach everyone all they need to know of
The Calculus (in a few easy simple slides) to follow
the math.
Since he is going to be talking about the basic
forces of physics, he is bringing science
experiments and equipment for all to play with. And
don’t forget – there are Bugs, Daffy, Porky, and the
inimitable Elmer Fudd illustrating some of these
principles.
Start a Van De Graaff generator and see and
manipulate the electric force (200,000 volts of it) –
6” sparks.
See and manipulate super strong Neodymium
magnets so that the magnetic force field is
visualized.
See and manipulate a plasma ball, watch the
electromagnetic force wander over your fingers.
Light a fluorescent lamp without touching the
plasma ball or Van De Graaff generator!!
Unfortunately, Phil can’t demonstrate the weak
nuclear force or strong nuclear force directly.
Geiger counters and/or nuclear detonation devices
are too expensive or too energetic, even for Phil.

And then there were the meteors. We estimated
around 200 meteors were seen, but it may have
been more. We had only one bright meteor
Tuesday night, six or seven Wednesday night, and
about fifteen Thursday, including a fragmenting
magnitude -3 meteor. Some astronomers focused
on the meteors, some mostly ignored them, but
everybody saw at least a few impressive ones.
They added a lot of excitement (and noise) to the
star party.
Beyond the observing, the companionship and
discussion was great. We had many first-time
visitors, including Andy Khula, Ken Bertin, Jon
Blum, John Schroer, and Sai Rajagopalan. There
was lots of excellent discussion and quite a bit of
fine dining at Hermann's European Cafe, the Dawg
House, and other Cadillac mainstays.
Diane and I stayed at Coyote Crossing, across
the highway from Bill's. It's an excellent place: our
cabin was very well-kept, completely outfitted with
a full kitchen, living room, two bedrooms, lots of
closets, etc. They have wireless Internet now,
though our cabin's signal is weak. It worked fine
and was decently fast with with my PC but barely
worked with Diane's Macbook and not at all with
any of our portable devices.
They also had DirectTV satellite TV. We're not
much for watching TV, but they've got this
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Outreach Report
We had our biggest outreach event of the year,
Astronomy at the Beach, at Kensington Metropark
on Friday 9/10 and Saturday 9/11. The official
attendance count was 1500 for Friday night and
the Saturday estimation was 300. The W.A.S. table
received a lot of traffic because we handed out the
prizes to the "Star Tour" scavenger hunt; we
weren't selling anything this year but people
seemed happy to pick up free pictures, stickers,
Chandra posters, and back issues of Astronomy
magazine. The last two were collected by Stephen
Uitti for this purpose. Our new business cards were
also a hit and while we weren't taking membership
forms we collected eight new names for Dick
Gala's email list.
Observe the Moon Night at Stargate for our
monthly open house was unfortunately clouded
out.
Finally, Cranbrook Institute of Science issued an
urgent call for volunteers for a Boy Scout/Cub
Scout event at the museum on Saturday 10/2.
Though the event wasn't focused on astronomy,
W.A.S. volunteers answered the call and made it
possible for several of the activity tables to run that
day. Thanks to Dennis David, Jonathan Kade, and
Sai Rajagopalan for participating! Cranbrook was
very happy for the support.
- Diane Hall

did receive the list of qualifications and duties from
most officers, so thank you for that. If you haven't
sent them to me yet, at least estimate how much
time per week you spend on W.A.S. activities on
average.
Meade SCT sale: I sold the 10" Meade SCT that
had been donated to the club by the family of a
former member. It was listed on Astromart and had
a buyer within an hour, though it took almost a
week of communications to finalize the sale. The
purchaser, from California, paid $250 total
including shipping for the scope.
It cost much more than I initially estimated to
ship the scope, $79 instead of $45, due to some
unavoidable packaging expansion. I also had to
buy bubble wrap, packing peanuts, boxes, and
tape, and used quite a lot of my own packing
materials to finish the job. All told, packaging cost
about $25. Total cost of shipping and handling:
$104. So our "profit" on the sale was $146. Less
than I'd hoped, but more than we would have
gotten from selling it on Craigslist. I asked the
buyer to let us know how his rebuild of the scope
turns out.
Blaine's telescope has been deployed at Stargate
as of Saturday.
Income and expenditures: We took in $504.80 in
August and spent $216.43 for a gain of $296.37 on
the month. We have $292.51 in cash and $3938 in
the bank (plus a $30 check) for a total of $4260.27.
We shouldn't have any other major expenses, save
for the 501(c)(3) filing fee, until the banquet.
Details on income and expenditures:
Memberships: $60
Renewals: $82
Donations: $79.80
Telescope sale: $250
Reimbursements: ($104.33) (Astronomy at the
Beach expenses, business cards, WASP mailings,
and packing materials), Shipping for telescope:
($79.10)
- Jonathan Kade

Treasurer's Report
Membership: Several new members have joined:
Tyson Burghardt, Fredrick Krasprzak, Richard
Hayward, and Kaspar Lane. Three lapsed
members renewed as well. However, two had not
renewed in more than four years and had been
removed from the roster. They've been restored,
but my "hot list" of recent renewers is still over
thirty names long.
Nonprofit status: September, while a profitable
month for WAS outreach, was very unproductive
for me on the nonprofit front after our meetings. I
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November Macomb Speaker
Diane Hall will be our speaker at the WAS
meeting at Macomb on November 18. Her topic is
The Secret Apollo Files. She previously spoke to
us on Lost Constellations and Echos of Ancient
Skies.
Diane Hall, current Outreach Director for the
W.A.S., has been a space enthusiast since the age
of three and served as the pilot for a simulated
mission of the shuttle Columbia for her Space
Camp team in 1990. Diane's fascination with the
quirky side of history combines with her interest in
the space program in The Secret Apollo Files, a
look at the less-renowned missions of Project
Apollo. It'll be a night of crew mutinies, public
relations gaffes, and the deeper meaning of lunar
breccia.

Bob submitted the proposed dates to the park.
Jon submitted the Cranbrook meeting dates to
Cranbrook (Mike Narlock), and they were approved
in the Auditorium, so we can continue to meet on
the first Monday of every month, and do not have
to change to a different day of the week.
REI: Bob will be talking tomorrow at 6:30. Lee
Hartwell, and the FAAC's Doug Bower and Bob
McFarland will help.
Publications: WASP is out.
Treasurer: See treasurer's report.
Old business:
Kensington: Jon: The public seemed enthusiastic
and excited. Gary: Were we too sophisticated for
the public? 4000 people isn't terrible for AATB.
Tasco telescope. We'll put it up on Astromart.
Pictures. Jonathon motion: The donor should be
given an honorary 1 year membership. Motion
carried.
Stargate: Gary: saving the building is good. What
is an observatory? The public is invited monthly.
Outreach: Diane submitted the outreach report,
printed elsewhere in this issue.
Secretary: Therese Passed around two items for
the board to review; 1) the “Beg letter” list from last
year and 2) a fliers for Dr. Phil presentation at
Cranbrook on Oct 4 to hand out high schools.
Bylaws updates need further progress. Jon:
Members are not interested enough in by-laws to
bother with voting several times on various
changes. Let’s get all our proposed changes
written, and submit them all at one time for one
vote of approval by the membership. [It should be
noted that board meetings are open to all
interested members.] Diane: Email proposal and
discussion. Vote on it by October's meeting.

Sept 13, 2010 Cranbrook BOARD MEETING
Officers Present: Bob Berta, Gary Ross, Stephen
Uitti, Jonathan Kade, Diane Hall, Jon Blum,
Therese Oldani
Guests: Ken Bertin, Dale Partin
Officer’s Reports:
President:
See
General
Meeting
notes.
Kensington, Astronomy at the Beach, 3500 on
Friday night.
1st VP Report: Talked to David Cinabro at AATB Astro Prof at Wayne, possible next year's banquet
speaker.
2nd VP Report: Oct 2nd, remote imaging in
Australia.
Stargate $300 - contractor, flashing - drop the
sheet metal. Motion carried.
Bob proposed that we offer $300 to John
Masters, Masters/Murphy Roofing Company for
Stargate roof repairs. Jon seconded it. Motion
carries.
Open house this Saturday. The Wolcott Mills
Park would like to have joint park/club events more
often. Bob will continue talking to them.
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The Comet
Comet Hartley is magnitude 5, which suggests
it's naked eye visible, but it has still been
somewhat of a disappointment. This is “integrated
magnitude”, which yields low surface brightness for
large area objects. And so Comet Hartley really
requires substantial binoculars or a small
telescope. This image of the comet near the
double cluster in Perseus was taken by Mark John
Christensen. Mark will be our honored speaker at
this year's Banquet.

very active with lots of free material and CD's of
Hubble Mission 4. 1500 people on Fri and 300
people during poor weather on Saturday.
Discussion Group: Invitation to members and
guests Next Thursday, September 23, 21 Elm
Blvd, Pleasant Ridge.
Hands On: Riyad wants to remain with Warren
Astronomical Society even though he has moved.
President: special report on upcoming election.
Star Party: Bill Beers reported upcoming Oct 7 10th Great Lakes Star Gaze in Gladwin Michigan.
Member discussion: Riyad visited the Kensington
Park Astronomy at the Beach on Friday.
Phil Martin pitched for images for upcoming
calendar for 2011.
Marty Kunz: Interviewing author Jane Brox of the
book "Brilliant" on Astronomy.FM, a 24 hr radio
program on internet.
Dick Gala: News: an asteroid, 24 meters in
diameter, passed between the moon and the earth.
Jonathan: During Cadillac's Persied star party,
about 200 meteors were observed, saw the Bubble
nebula and other hard to find Caldwell list objects
from 1990's tabulation .
Bob Berta: News: Sept 7th asteroid strike left a
300 meter crater in Columbia.
Opening of the General Presentation
Panel discussion, Jim Shedlowsky and Jerry
Kuchera for manned space exploration, Ken Bertin
and Dave Bailey for unmanned space exploration.
Jon Blum moderated their panel discussion and
debate. At this lively debate, the general audience
was invited to ask questions as engaged
participants.
A poll was taken of the general assembly before
presentation began:
Manned: 16 people
Unmanned: 26 people
After the panel's debate, a 2nd poll was taken:
Manned: 21 people
Unmanned: 23 people
- M. Therese Oldani

General Cranbrook Meeting 58 present
The Cranbrook meeting was held in the West
Entrance Hall at the Science Center (instead of the
Auditorium).
Introductions, starting with the discussion panel.
1st VP: We will be able to continue having our
Cranbrook meetings through the next year in the
auditorium on the first Monday of each month. We
do not have to change to another day.
2nd VP: Talk at REI Open House
Event on Oct 2nd. Remote Imaging
Treasurer: Astronomy Magazine Deep Space
Mysteries 2011 calendar offerings at $8 each.
Secretary: Sent around the Merchant list for
request for donations for annual banquet 2010.
Publications: September WASP is sent to the
web master and will be up on website tonight.
Outreach: Kensington, Astronomy at the Beach
was just last weekend. The Warren Club table was
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Macomb Meeting, Sept 16, 25 attended
President: Introductions.
1st VP: Thank you to Stephanie Leitzel for bringing
snacks to both meetings this week. Shelia Bennett
Judd is our hospitality chairperson. Please see her
to volunteer to bring snacks. The main speaker on
October 4 is Phil Martin. General Relativity, plus a
short talk.
2nd VP: REI – talk on Sept 14, big success by Lee
Hartwell and Bob Berta .
Treasurer: See Treasurer's report.
Outreach: A slide show from the Astronomy at the
Beach event at Kensington was displayed during
tonight’s meeting. Friday's weather was good.
Saturday’s, not so much.
Observe the moon night at Stargate September
18: http://observethemoonnight.org
Discussion Group is one week from tonight.
Hands on: Great mornings lately.
Radio: Sai has volunteered to head up the Radio
Telescope at Lake Angelus every Saturday at
10am: 614 256 2320, radio@warrenasto.org.
Dr. Phil is looking for submissions for WAS
Calendar 2011.
Main Presentation: Dale Partin's "The Search for
Gravitational Waves." Astronomers have observed
celestial objects with very long radio waves
through very short gamma electromagnetic rays.
Cosmic rays (charged particles) and neutrinos.
Each reveals something different. According to
Einstein’s General Relativity, gravitational waves
should also be observable. Detection of
gravitational waves should enable a new type of
measurements of supernovas, binary stars in the
last stages before they spiral into each other, and
even the earliest stages of the Big Bang. The story
of the search for these waves was presented, with
emphasis on people who have been looking.
- M. Therese Oldani

Jerry and Jim provided musical entertainment at the
September Cranbrook Manned vs. Unmanned debate

Bob Berta shot IC5068 at Bill's star party over
three nights.
A total of about 16 hours of
exposure. Narrow band Hydrogen Alpha, red,
green and blue filter frames were captured. It is
located adjacent to the Pelican Nebula opposite
the North American Nebula and quite faint. The
dark lanes in this impressed me...this is a cool
object that is probably missed by most people
since the Pelican is so close.
- Bob Berta
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